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The theory of the convective-diffusion mass transfer through deformable semipermeable mem
branes not resisting deformations, as it is presented in author's paper [9], [10], needs studying its 
mathematical aspects. The paper deals with a model problem of this theory formulated for its one
-dimensional version. Fields of concentrations, velocities of the solution motion along compartments 
divided by the membrane, and the shape of the latter are subjects of the solution of a boundary value 
problem formulated for a system of two non-linear parabolic equations of the second order, one 
non-linear hyperbolic equation of the first order and two ordinary differential equations of the 
first order with relevant boundary and initial conditions. The local existence and uniqueness theorem 
is proved by means of reducing the problem to a system of Volterra integral equations with the use 
of certain contraction mapping arguments. 

1. Introduction 

In what follows we consider a plane cell 

D={x,y: O<x<l; O<y<A} 

divided by the line y=y (x, t) into two regions 

D1 = {x, y: O<x< I; y (x, t)<y<A}; D2 =D"'-.D1 

where A=const>O is assumed to be much smaller than I. 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

Boundaries (x=O; O<y<A) and (x=l; O<y<l) are called below the basal 
and the apical membranes; the line y=y (x, t)- the lateral one. We assume that 
the cell D is filled with water solution of a certain non-electrolyte which cannot 
penetrate through all aforementioned membranes as well as through the boundaries 
(O<x< I; y=O) and (O<x< 1; y=A). These boundaries, as well as parts (x=O; 
O<y<y (x, t)) and (x=O; y (x, t)<y<A) of the basal and apical membranes are 
impermeable for water too. Hence the lateral membrane is a main passway for the 
water transfer, originated by the immersion of the cell D into water solution of the 
same impermeant, hypertonic/hypotonic on the . basal and hypotoni.:/hypertonic 
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on the apical side of the cell. The deformability of the lateral membrane leads to 
the appearance of the convective motion of water, accompanying the diffusion mass 
redistribution. Author's earlier numerical computations [2], [12] were based on the 
use of the pure diffusion approximation of the one-dimensional formalism of the 
theory, consisting in neglect of the convective mass transfer compared with that 
by diffusion. As it is emphasized in [10] such a neglect appreciably violates the mass 
conservation law, although the quantitative impact of this violation on the calculated 
membrane's shape remains unestimated. At the same time the very formulation 
of the problem when taking into account the convective mass redistribution requires 
a careful reconsideration. As it is emphasized in [1 0] the system of conditions derived 
there appears to be overdetermined. This is a result of applying an approach, named 
"The membrane approximation" [9]. This approach consists in the following. From 
the very beginning the deformable membrane is considered as a thick shell which 
separates two regions, filled with the same solutions of the same components, one 
of which cannot penetrate through this shell. The shell itself is a solution of all com
ponents, mentioned above, including water (except for their impermeant) in the 
shell's constituent. Conditions of the dynamical compatibility and of a local thermo
dynamic equilibrium are valid. on the shell boundaries. The latter ones are taken 
in the approximate form of the Nerst distribution theorem with a constant coefficient 
of dist ribution. Conditions of the dynamical compatibility express laws of mass 
and momentum conservation on surfaces of a strong discontinuity. The important 
peculiarity of the theory consists in the use of so called "system of the average volume 
velocity" [5], [10] for descri"bing the convective-diffusion mass transfer, and of the 
"system of the center of mass" [5], [10] for describing the momentum conservation. 
It is important that in the system of average voh1me velocity all solutions behave 
as incompressible liquids. 

The aforementioned "membrane ·approximation" of the theory consists in the 
contraction of both the boundaries of the shell to the twocsided surface which 
becomes the representative of the membrane. Consideration of the membrane as 
a thick shell permits, in principle, taking into account its shrinking and swelling 
as well as separately evolving motion of two membrane interfaces. In contrast to 
this the membrane approximation does not allow such a freedom. As a result the 
system of equations of _ the membrane approximation becomes overdetermined. 
In particular this relates to the conditions of adhesion of solutions, bathing the 
lateral membrane to its interfaces. One has to omit one of them, or replace both 
of them by their linear combination. Using unidimensional formalism of the theory*) 
one may choose such a combination of adhesion conditions which gives the express
ion of the total volume flux (that is in the system of average volume velocity) in 
terms ofthe total diffusion flux of the impermeant. As a result one obtains a condition, 
replacing two adhesion ones, the use of both of which makes the problem over
determined. In what follows we deal with namely this approach. 

*) This formalism consists in replacing concentrations and velocities of motion in apartments 
D, and D 2 by their average, the averaging being performed over crossections x = const. 
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One has to distinguish cases of thin and of thick membranes. In the first case 
the membrane's thickness is much smaller than sizes of both the compartments 
D 1 andD2 (i.e min (y (x, t), A-y (x, t))~2Lf 'v'xE[O, 1], 'v't~O, where 2Lf is the membra
ne's thickness). In the second case one of the values y (x, t) or A-y (x, t) is of order, 
or even smaller, than 2LI. In such a case the problem app::ars to be a free boundary 
problem, formulated for a system of parabolic equations, including one with reversed 
time. Using pure diffusion approximation we deal with such a problem in another pa
per [11]. Here we consider the case of a thin membrane. 

Omitting some inessential non-linearities*) w~ may describe the problem we deal 
with as the following one: Find T> 0, u; (x, t), v ; (x, t), i= 1, 2 ; w (x, t), y (x, t) 
and f (t) such that \/ (x, t) E Dr 

Here 

(Yllzx)x-(l'Uz'-'z)x=(yuz)r, 

y,+PtJ (ul-uz)=w, 

c'?wyx- }, ((I-y) Dulx+Yuz,.)+f(t)=O, 

((1- y) v 1).~- w=O, 

u;(x,O)=u~(x), i=l,2; y(x, O)=y0 (x) ; O<x<l. 

Dr={x, t: O<x < l; O <t~ T} 

In what follows we take, for simplification of writing, 

D=l; 15=1 

Functions to be determined have the following sense: 

(1.3~) 

(1.3;) 

(1.33) 

(I .34 ) 

(1.3 s) 

(1.36) 

(1.37) 

(1.3 3 ) 

( 1.39) 

(1.3' o) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

u 1 and u2 are molar concentrations of the impermeant in compartments D 1 

and D 2 • 

v 1 and v 2 are velocities of the solution motion in D 1 and D2 , averaged in y-di
rection and. taken in the system of the averge volume velocity. 
w- is the velocity of the solution transfer from D2 into D 1 in the same system. 
f(t) is a total flux of solutions in the cell Din the system of the average volume 
velocity. 
y= y (x, t) is the equation of the lateral membrane. 

*) For compajison of the rigorous and simplified systems of equations see [10) 
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Boundary conditions (1.38 ) and (1.3 9 ) express the mass conservation law for 
water transfer through the basal and the apical membranes, expressed in terms of 
impermeant concentration and its gradient as well as those of velocities v1 and v 2 • 

. u 1 (t) and u2 (t) are prescrib( d concentrations of the impermeant in solutions bathing 
the b1sal and the apical sides of the cell. p~, Pp and pY are water permeabilities of 
the basal, lateral and apical membranes. We assume that these permeabilities are 
constants. 

Usir.g (1.3 5), (1.36) and (1.33) we may replace equations (1.3:) and (1.3;) by the 
following ones: 

where 

F1 =- ((1-y)- 1 Yx+v1) Utx+ PpU1 (ul- Uz) (1-y)- 1 

F2 =(Y- 1Yx-712) Uzx+PpU2 (u1- !12) y-l 
(1.6) 

Equaticm (1.3 1) and (1.3 2) will be used in the algorithm described below (see 
section 3) rather than equations (1.3~) and (1.3;). The equivalency of problems 
(1.3;), cu;), (1.3;), i=3, ... , 10 and (1.31)- (1.31o) is obvious. 

As it is seen from (1.3 1 ) - (1.6) w (x, t) may be excluded from the consideration, 
so that (1.34 ) will be replaced by the equation 

(1.7) 

where 

(1.8) 
p=y,; q=yx 

The method of the solution of the problem is as follows. Concentrations u1 

and u2 are determined by their integral representations obtained with the use of 
the relevant Green functions. Further, considering If as a known function oft, x, y 

and q, we associate with (1.7) the system of characteristic equations. Let 

Lz= {x, t: x=X(t, z); O<t~T; O~z~ 1} (1.9) 

be characteristic lines outgoing from points x=z of the x-axis. We assume that 

X, (0, z)>O 'VzE [0, 1] (1.10) 

Hence we may assume T> 0 to be so small that L 0 divides the strip Dr into two 
subregions 

D0 XT= {x, t: O<x < X(t, 0); O<t~T}; DxlT=Dr~Doxr (1.11) 

whereas L 1 does not belong to Dr. Correspondingly we consider for the aforementio
ned system of characteristical equations two Cauchy problems. The first one -in 
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Dx1 r with Cauchy data prescribed on the segmrnt 0 ::;;x::;; 1 of the x-axis (these data 
are determined by the initial conditions of the probk m), and the second one in Doxr 

with Cauchy data 

t=r; y=y0 (r); q=q0 (r); p=p0 (r) at x =O; O<t::;;T (1.12) 

Here y 0 , q0 and p 0 are unknown functions which have to be determined in the course 
of the problem solution. Values of x, y, q and p are determined in Dx1 r and Doxr 

along characteristic lines from integral equations, equivalent to the respective cha
racteristic differential equations. These characteristics dcp<:nd on two parametns 
z and, respectively r-points of the carriers of Cauchy data. Being the implicit funct
ions of x and t these paTameters may be determined in functions of x ar:d t as so
lutions of respective inte-gral equatioEs. 

Thus we deal with a syst-::m of non-linear Volterra integral equations, the local 
solution of which is constructed by the use of the suitable contraction mapping 
arguments. The respective operator is constructed so tLat its action is an equivalent 
to a "diagonal" iterative procedure. The use of such a procedure allows to avoid any 
references to results of a ge:neral modern theory of parabolic and hyperbolic non
-linear equations, but to be restricted with the use of absolutely elementary esti
mates. This, in its turn, permits us to restrict ourselves with no more than formula
tion of the main theorem and with a very conspcctive sketch of its proof. 

It is suitable to discuss here the following question. The algorithm of the problem
solution includes determining velccities v 1 and v 2 as functions, each of them satisfies 
the ordinary differential equation (1.3 5) or (1.36 ) of the first order and two boundary 
conditions (1.3 8 ) and (1.3 9). Integration of these equations in D 0 xr and in DxlT, 
taking these conditions into account, gives 

.< 

v1 (x, t)=(1- y (x, t))- 1 {f(t)+ J w (s, t) ds} 
0 

in Doxr (1.13) 
X 

v 2 (x, t)= -y (x, t)- 1 J w (s, t) ds 
0 

and 
1 

v1 (x, t)= -(1 - y (x, t))- 1 J w (s, t) ds 
X 

in DXlr (1.14) 
1 

v2 (x, t)=y (x, t)- 1 {f(t)+ J w (s, t) ds} 
X 

Assuming that 

0 <y (x, t) < 1 VxE (0, 1], VtE (0, T] (1.15) 

and that y,f and ware continuous functions everywhere in regions of their definition, 
we see that v1 and v 2 are continuous if ar.d only if 

1 

f(t) + J w (s, t) ds=O VtE [0, T] (1.16) 
0 
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Naturally the question arises whether one has to consider this equality as an inde
pendent, additional condition or as a corollary of all other ones. It is easy to see 
that the latter option is the case. Indeed, assume that there exists the solution to 
our problem such that u,, u1x, '<!;, w, y and Yx are bounded and satisfy (1.15). Then 
F 1 and F2 are also bounded. But t:-js implies the continuity of u1 and u,x, i= 1, 2 [4]. 
On the other hand equations (1.3:) and (1.3;) may be rewritten in the form 

(1.17) 

where 

(1.18) 

and 

(1.19) 

F; = - ll2xYx- (YUzt'2)x+llz (w - pp (ut- u2)) 

so that F; and F; are also bounded. This means, in turn, that Ut> U2 , U1 x and U2 :x 

are continuous too. Since u, and u,x aTe continuous the continuity of U, and U,x 

imply the continuity of y aEd Yx· 

Take now an arbitrary small t:>O, ! 1 and t2 and denote 

D,= {x, t: X(t , 0)- c:<x<X(t, O) .. f-s; O<t~T}; L,=3D,. (1.20) 

Equalitics ( 1.3 5), ( 1.36 ) and ( 1.3 3) imply 

J [((1- y) Z1
1 ).,.- yr] dxdt= J p1, (u 1 - u2) dxdt 

r [(.J'V2):x+y,].dxdt=- .r Pp (u 1 -u2 ) dxdt 
(1.21) 

Dt D:; 

so that 

(1.22) 

Denoting [h] the jump of any function h on the line of di scontinuity and using the 
continuity of y, bound.r;ess of u 1 and u2 , and arbitrariness of c:, t 1 > 0 and t 2 > 0 we 
conclude that 

(1.23) 

so that the continuity of y implies that of v1 and v 2 . Hence the continuity of yimplies 
the validity of the condition (1.16) Q.E.D. *) 

*)Note that the continuity of fluxes J 1 = (1-y) (u1 1• 1 -u~x) and J2 = y (u2 v2 -u2 x) in compartments 
D, and D2 is the necessary and sufficient condition for conservation of masses M 1 and M 2 of the 
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The problem (1.3 1) - (1.3 10) is formulated as a model one, not containiPg 

non-essential complications. However, from the point of view of biological appli

caticns , a:c.d first of all modelling the process of swelling and shrinking of fast muscle 

fibres immersed into hypotonic or hypertonic solutions [6], [2], [9] or modelling 

the process of water transfer through plane epithelial tissues [6], [2], this model 

is far from being an adequate one. Much more realistic problem must be formulated 

in the region 

Ds= {x, t: O<x<s (t); O<y <A} (1 .24) 

Besides, the basal and apical membranes bounding compartments D 2 and respectively 
D 1 have to be considered as permeable for water, but having water permeabilities 
different from those of the basal and apical membranes, bounding D 1 and respecti
vely D2 • Moreover, boundaries x=O and x=s (t) may be, in one of regions D 1 or D2 , 

say in D2 , permeable not only for water but for that component of solutions which 
cannot p~netrate trough other membranes. All these alterations are essential for 
mathematical modelling of the aforemc:ntioned biological processes, i.e. for that 
purpose which has motivated the very app~arance of pap::rs [9], [10]. However 
these alterations do not affect the principal feature of the problem under consi
deration, consisting in the inseparable interaction of parabolic and hyperbolic 
aspects of the problem. One only have to refer to estimates obtained in [8] and to 
apply the method of the simultaneous use of two coordinate systems: the labora
tory one and the second-linked to the free boundary x=s (t)*). Therefore we leave 
such a generalized problem without any further consideration, but restrict ours
elves with this hint. 

The followingnctations are used below. Given functionsf(x, t, ~' r), R(x, .;, t-r), 
X (t, z), T 0 (t, r) and the number T > 0 we denote Daxr and Dxr r regions defined 
by (1.11) and define 

Dxr=DoxrV Dx1r 

D,.={x,t:O<t<T1 (z); O~z~ l}; 

T1 (z)=T if X(t, z)< 1 Vt~T; 

T1 (z)=t 1 (z) if X(t, z)< 1 Vt<t 1 (z); X(t1 (z), 7) = 1 

(1.25) 

impermeant in these compartments. Indeed, assume that J, have jumps along a line L. Then equations 
(1.3 ;) and (1.3;), and boundary conditions (1.3 8) and (1.3 9) imply 

and analogously for M 2 • 

1 

Mlt= (o/ot) f (1-y) u1dx= [Jl] 
0 

*)The use of this method allows to avoid all difficulties connected with differentiating the thermal 
potential of the double layer distributed along the free boundary and having unknown density [8]. 
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h 

1° (x, t/f/R/a, b)= J f(x, t, ~. 0) R (x, ~. t) d~ (1.261 ) 

r 

Ik1
m (x, t/f/a/R)= j f(x, t, a, r) W+mlrW t5-r'") R (x, a, t--r) d-r 

0 

b 

1;"' (x, t /f/R /a, b)= f dr j f(x, t, ~. -r) W+m/tS~k t5r'") R (x, ~. t-r) d~ (1.263 ) 

0 a 

Further Vf(x, t) 

hm (x, t)= ok+'"J/oxk o"' V k, m;::,O 

and VN=const>O, Vi,j, ... , n 

C;, i, ... , ,. (N) and C;, i, ... , ,. (N it ) 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

denote non-negative continuous increasing functions of their arguments such that 

C(N/0)=0 (1.31) 

Subscripts i,j, .. . , n may be omitted. 
T:te following spaces are involved: 

f(x, t) ECk· m (Dr); g (x, t) E cl~ .. ,?, (Dr); h (x, t) E c~: ~ (Dr) (1.32) 

if there exist and are continuous in Dr fu (x, t), gu (x, t) and hu (x, t) Vi "(k, Vj "(m 
and if there exist and are continuous in Dr r> gk+ 1 , m and tt hk, m +I· Norms in 
Ck·"' (Dr), Cf:.~ (Dr) and in C~:.~ (Dr) are defined as 

11/ll =max max {lt;i (x, t) /}; i "(k; j"(m 
i, j (x , t) E Dr 

/lg/1 =max max {lgu (x, t) /; rt /gk+ 1 , m (x, t)/} (I .33) 
i, j (x,t)EDy 

/l lz ll =max max {lhu (x, t) /; tt /hk, m+! (x, t)/} 
i , j (x,t)EDy 

The space Cf ([a, b)) offunctions f(x) defined in a"(x"(b is analogous to C1:.~ W). 
(m, n) means referring to the n-th formula of the m-th section. 

Section 2 is devoted to the formu lation of integral equations, serving for deter
mining y and its derivatives, v;, u;, i= 1, 2, and their derivatives. Section 3 contains 
definition of the operator, whose fix point is a solution of the problem (1.31 ) - (1.3 10), 

formulation of the main existence theorem and a sketch of its proof. Section 4 conta
ins some conclusive remarks. 

2. Integral equations determining y, vi, ui and their 
derivatives. 

Below we write 

rp=.rp (x, l /Y/ f, U;ko); i=l , 2; k=O. 

H=-H(x, t/y, q/f, U;ko); i=I, 2; k=O, 1. 

(2.1) 

1 

I 
j 

i 
I 
' 
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Let us point out that (2.1) imply 

and 

Hq=Hq (x, t /y, qlf, ll;kO); Hy=Hy (x, t /q/f, U;w); i=l, 2; k=O, 1 

Hx=Hx(x,t/y,q!f,u;kO); i=1,2; k=O, 1,2 

H,=H, (x, t/y, q/f, j, uikm); i= 1, 2; k=O, 1; m= 1 

dH/dx=H, (x, ti)+Hq (x, tl) q10+Hy (x, t/) Y1o= 

=H10 (x, t/ykO, qkO /f, U;m 0); i=1, 2; k=O, 1; m=O, 1, 2 

dH/dt=H01 (x, t /Yok , qod!. J, U;m 1); i= 1, 2; k=O, 1; m=O, 1 

dHqfdx=H~ 0 (x, l /Yko, qk0 /f, U;m 0 ); i=1, 2; k=O: m=O, 1, 2 

dHqfdt=H~ 1 (x, t /Yo k> q0k/f, j, U;m 1); i= 1, 2; k=O, 1; m=O, 1 

dHyjdx=H; 0 (x, t/qk0 /f, U;m 0 ); i=1, 2 ; k=O, 1; m=O, 1, 2 

(2.2) 

dHyjdt=H~ 1 (x, t/q0 k/f,J, U;mn); i= 1, 2; k=O, 1; m=O, 1; n=O, 1 (2.3) 

dHx/dx=H; 0 (x, l/Jk0 , qkO/f, U;m 0 ); i=1, 2 ; k=O; m=O, 1, 2, 3 

dHrfdt=H,01 (x, t /Yok> qok /J(ml, Uun); i=1, 2; k=O, 1, 2; l=O, 1; 

m=O, 1, 2; n=O, 1, 2 

dHxfdt=dH,jdx=H:C 0 (x, t /Yknl> qkm/f,J, Uun) ; i=l , 2; k=O, 1; 

m=O, 1; l=O, 1,2; n=O, I 

Assume that the input data of the problem satisfy the following conditions: 

ui (t) E C2 ([0, t]); u7 (x) E C4 ([0, 1]); y 0 (x) E C3 ([0, J]); i= 1, 2 (2.4) 

f(O)=p, (I-y0 (0) (u~ (O)-u1 (0))=p,y0 (1) (u 2 (0)-u~ (1)) (2.5) 

Jq0 (x)J=J.Ji 0 (x) /):1]> 0; 0<p::=;;y0 (x) ::=;; 1- p; O::=;;x::=;; I; (2.6) 

H,1 (x, Ofy 0
, q0 /f(O) , u? , ti~)=rp (x, Of )/q02 (x))=17; O:::;;x ,;; I (2.7) 

u~ (O)=pau~ (0) (u~ (O)-u1 (0)); Li z (I)=p,u~ (1) (u 2 (0)-u~ (I)) (2.8) 

In what follows we define 

and assume that 
1 

f(O)+ J w0 (x) dx=O (2.10) 
0 

Finally, assuming that 

Yo(t)=y(O,t); rp0 (t)=rp(O,t / ); u;(O,t) ; i=I,2 (2.1I) 

are known, define 

Po (t)=.Yo (t); qo (t)=rpo (t) j{p0 (t)+Pp [u1 (0, t)-u2 (0, t)]} (2.12) 
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Let us now formulate all integral equations of the interest. Assume that ui (x, t) 
are known. Then the system of characteristic equations, corresponding to the equat

ion (1.7) is 

dxfdt = H"(x,t l I); dyfdt = p+IJ.Hy(x,tl I); 

dqfdt= -(Hx (x, tl I )+qHy (x, tl I )) 

The last equation dpfdt= -(H,+pHy) may be replaced by the equation 

p=-H(x,tll) 

since p+ H =const is the int.:gral of the systc.m of characteristic c:quation.s. 

Let us assoc iate with (2.13), (2. 14) the Caucb.y data 

x=z ; y=y0 (z); q=q0 (z); p=p0 (z) 

Denote 

x=X (t, z); y = Y (t , z); q=Q (t, z); p = P (t, z) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

the solution of the Cauchy probkm (2.13)- (2.15). By virtue of assumptions 
(2.5) - (2.8) the characteristic lines .Y=X (t, z) are directed inside the region DT. 

Let 

Dxn={x,t:X(t,O)<x<1; O <t~ T} (2 .17) 

For T> 0 small enough this region is covered by those characteristic lines, whereas 
the region DaxT=DT"'-.Dxn remains not covered by them. 

Consider now the Cauchy problem for the system (2.12)- (2.14) with Cauchy 
data 

x=O; t=r:; Y=Yo (r:); q=qo (r:); P=Po (r:)=Po (r:) (2.18) 

where q0 (r:) is defined by (2.12). Here y 0 (r:) is not prescribed and has to be found 
in the course of the problem solution. 

Denote 

x=X0 (t, r:); y= Y0 (I, r:); q=Q0 (t, r:); p = P 0 (t, r:) (.2.19) 

the solution of this Cauchy problem. Assume that 

Yo{0)=y0 (0); qo (O)=q 0 (0); Po (0)=p0 (0) (2.20) 

and that 

Hq (0, r:l I )>0; r: ~ t ~ T; Po (O)+Pp (u~ (0)-ug (0))#0 (2.21) 

Then the characteristic lines x=X0 (t, 1:) are directed im.ide DaXT and cover it. 
Moreover, (2.20) imply 

Y0 (t, 0)= Y(t, 0); Q0 (t, O)=Q (t, 0); P0 (t, O)=P (t, 0) (2.22) 

if f(t), ui (x, t) ar..d their derivatives, entering Hand its relevant derivatives an~ 
continuous in DT· 
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X, Y, Q, P and X 0 , Y0 , Q0 , P0 are solutions of the system of integnil equations 
equivalent to the Cauchy problem (2.13)- (2.15) and respectively (2.13), (2.14), 
(2.19), i.e. 

l 

X(t, z)=z+ J Hq (X(s, z), si I ) ds=X* (t, zl ) , 
0 

Y(t, z)=y0 (z)+ J [P (X(s, z) + q (X(s, z), s) Hy (X(s, z), si I ] ds= 
0 

= Y* (t, z l ) (2.23) 
t 

Q(t, z)=q0 (z)- J [Hx (X(s, z) s i I )+ 
0 

+q (X (s, z), s) Hy (X (s, z), si I )] ds=Q* (t , zl ) 

P (t, z)=- H (X (t, z), ti i)=P* (t, zl ) 

and respectively 

l 

X 0 (t, r)= J Hq (X0 (s, r), si I) ds=X~ (t, r l ) 

Y 0 (t, r)=y0 (r) + J [P (Xo (s, r), s)+q (Xo (s, r) Hq (X0 (s, r) si I)] ds= 

= Y~ (t, rl ) (2.24) 
l 

Q 0 (t, r)=q0 (r)- J [H. (Xo (s, r), si I)+ 

q (Xo (s, r) Hy (X0 (s, r) s i I )] ds=Q~ (t, r. i ) 

P0 (t , r)=- H (Xo (t , r), t l I )=P~ (t, r l ) 

Assertion (2.22) may be replaced by a stronger one. Assume that u; (x, t) and 
their derivatives, entering the right hand sides of (2.24), as well as y (x, t), q (x, t), 

entering there, are continuous in Dr. Then 

X~ (t, 01 )=X* (t, Oi ) ; Y~ (t, 01 )= Y* (t, Oi ) ; 

Q~ (t, 01 )=Q* (t , 01 ); P~ (t, Oi )=P* (t, Oi ) . 

(2.25) 

even when (X*, Y*, ... , P*) and (X~, Y~, .. . , P~) are not solutions of the Cauchy 
problems under consideration. This remark will be essentially used in the proof 
of the existence theorem. 

Dealing with v; (x, t) and u; (x, t) , i= 1, 2, we need to take (x, t) as independent 
variables. Let 

z=Z (x, t); r=T0 (x, t) (2.26) 
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Then (Z, T 0
, y, q, p) may be considered as a solution of the system of integral 

equations 
t 

Z (x, t)=x- J Hq (X(s, Z (x, t), si I ) ds=Z* (x, tl ) 
0 

y (x, t)= Y* (t, Z (x, t)l ) ; q (x, t)=Q* (t, Z (x, t)l ) (2.27) 

p (x, t)=P* (t, Z (x, t)l ); (x, t) eDxlT 

and respectively 
t 

x= J Hq (Xo (s, T 0 (x, t)), si I ) ds; 
T 0 (x, t) 

y (x, t)= Y~ (t, T 0 (s, t)l ) ; q (x, t)=Q~ (t, T 0 (s, t)l ) ; (2.28) 

p (x, t)=P~ (t, T 0 (s, t)l ); (x, t) EDoXT 

It is desirable to deal with an integral representation of T 0 (x, t) having the form 
solved with respect to it. Differentiation of (2.28) gives 

T?o (x, t)=B- 1 (T0 (x, t), ti ) ; Tg1 (x, t)=Hq (x, ti I ) B- 1 (T0 (x, t), t I ) 

B (T0 (x, t), t)=- Hq (0, T 0 (x, t)i I )+ (2.29) 

' + J (dfdXo) Hq (Xo (s, T 0 (x, t), si I ) X 0 , (s, T0 (x, t)) ds 
T 0 (x,t) 

from where it follows that 

X 

T 0 (x,t)= J s- 1 (T0 (s,t),t)l )ds; O<x<X(t,O). (2.30) 
X (t, 0) 

Simultaneously with (2 .29) we have 

t 

Zto (x, t)= 1-Z 10 (x, t) J (dfdx) Hq (X (s, Z (x, t), si I ) X= (s, Z (x, t)) ds; 
0 

Zot (x, t)= -Hq (x, t i I )- (2.31) 

' 
-201 (x, t) J (dfdx) Hq (X (s, Z (x, t), si I ) X= (s, Z (x, t)) ds 

0 

We also need integral representations of derivatives Jlk>m qkm, Pkm for k + m :(2. 
Equalities (2.27) and (2.31) imply 

Ylo (x, t)=Z1o (x, t) {.Y 0 (Z (x, t)) + 

t 

+ J X01 (s, Z (x, t)) (d/dx) [P (X (s, Z (x, t), s)+ 
0 

+q (X (s, Z (x, t), s) Hy (X (s, Z (x, t), si I ) ds}=Z10 (x, t) Y01 (t, Z (x, t) I); 

Yot (x, t)=p (x, t)+ q (x, t) Hy (x, tl I ) + Z 01 (x, t) Y01 (t, Z (x, t)); 
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and 

qto (x, t)=Zto (x, t) {4° (Z (x, t))-

- J X 01 (s, Z (x, t)) (djdx) [Hx (X (s, Z (x, t), si I ) + 
0 

+q(X(s,Z(x,t),s)H.v(X(s,Z(x,t),sl I )]ds}= 

=Z1o (x, t) Q01 (t, Z (x, t)) 

qot (x, t)=Zot (x, t) Qot (t, Z (x, t)) 

(2.32) 

P01 (x, t)=-(djdt) H(x, tl I); P1a=-(dfdx) H(x, tl I) (2.33) 

Equalities (2.32) and (2.33) are valid in DxlT· At the same time equaiities (2.24) 
imply quite analogous relations in DaXT· 

Comparing (2.31)- (2.33) with (2.3) we see that 

Yto, Yot. p, qll /, ll;kO; k=O, 1, 2 

qo1> qto,Ptoll/, .uikO; k=O, 1, 2, 3 (2.34) 

Analogous calculations show that 

Yo2, Y2o, YuiiJ,J, U;km; k=O, 1, 2, 3 if m=O; k==;O, 1 if m=1 

qll> qo2, q2ollf.J; uikm ; k=O, 1, 2, 3, 4 if m=O; k=O, 1, 2 if m=1; (2.35) 

k=O if m=2 

Here flla 1 , . . . ,an means that f depends on a1 , . •. ,an. 

Let us point out that in contrast to the continuity of Y*, Q*, P* in Dr (so that 
Y~, Q~ and P~ are the continuous prolongations of Y* , Q* and P* from DXlr 
into DaXT) Y;m, Q:m and P;m have, for k+m:;;. 1, jumps on the characteristic line 
x=X (t, 0). This is a consequence of the existence of the angle point on the line 

L={x=O for t:;;.O; t=O for x > O} (2.36) 

Integral representations of vi (x, t), i=l, 2, inDaxr andDxlT are given by (1.13) 
and (1 . l4). Let us recall that the continuity of y implies the continuity of vi in Dr 
(see introduction, page 10). 

The straightforward computations, taking into account (2.34) and (2.35) show 
that 

vi km (x, t)l J..ft,, Ycb> Uiab> Pab (2.37) 

where 

O~b~ m; O ~ a ~ k-1; O~c~k; i=1 , 2 (2.38) 

Finally let us present integral representations of u11on- Denote by g (x, .:;;, t -•) 
and G (x, .:;;, t - -c) Green functions of the first and of the second boundary value 
problems of heat conduction in Dr. Assume that u1 (x, t) and u2 (x, t) are solu-
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tions of equations (1.31) and (1.3z), satisfying boundary and initial conditions 
(1.38)- (1.3 10). One may exclude v 1 and v 2 from these conditions. Thus, con
ditions of regularity (2.5) and indentities 

(2.39) 

imply 

U;km (x, t)= uikm (x, t l ) ; k=O, 1, 2, 3, 4 if m=O; k=O, 1, 2 if m= 1; 

k=O if m=2 (2.40) 

where 

U1oo=l~0 (x, t\-paUlo (r) (u 10 (r)-u1 (r)) \OIG) + / 0 (x, t \ u~ (c;) IG\0 1)+ 

+ 150 (x t iF1 (~; r)\ )IG\0, 1), (2.41 1) 

U11o=Ifo (x, 1\PaU!o (r) (u1o (r)-u1 (r))IOig) + / 0 (x, t \ it~ (,;}\g\0, 1)+ 

+Ifo (x, tj-F10o (~, r) lgiO, l)=no (x, t Jpauio (r) (u1o (r)- (2.41z) 

-u1 (r)) !Oig)+I50 (x, t\Fuo (~, rl )lg iO, 1). 

ij101 =l~o (x, t\-pa (dfdr) (ulo (r) (ulo (r)-u1 (r)))\0\G)+ 

+1° (x, t l ii~ (~)+F1oo (~, 01 )IGIO, 1)+150 (x , t iF1o1 (~, rl )IGIO ,1) (2.413) 

U12o= Ulot-Floo (x, tl ) (2.414) 

U111 =lfo (x, tiPa (dfdr) (u1o (r) (u1o (r)-u1 (r)))IOig)+ 

+1° (x, tlu~<3l (c;)+F110 (c;, 01 )JgJO, l)+ If0 (x, t\F1o1 (c;, r lg JO, 1) (2.41 5 ) 

u102 =[u~(3l(O)+ Fuo(O, 01)-p (dfdr) ( Ulo (0) (ulo (0)- u1 (0)))] G (x, 0 t)

-[u~<3l (1)+F110 (1, 01 )] G (x, 1, t)+F1o1 (x, tl )+ 

+Ici-0 (x, ti-p (d 2/dt 2) (u10 (r) (u1o (r)-u1 (r)))IOIG)+ (2.41 7 ) 

+1° (x, t\u~<4l (~)+F120 (~, 01 )IGIO, 1)+If0 (x, ti-F1o1 (0, rl ) OIG)+ 

+Ifo (x, t\F1o1 (1, rl )111G)+I:0 (x, t!F111 (~, rl )IGIO, 1) 

U121 = U1o2- F1o1 (x, t l ) (2.41 8 ) 

3. Algorithm of the problem solution. Theorem of 
existence and uniqueness. 

Consider the space 9Jty of vector functions 

r= {ui (x, t), u2 (x, t), y (x, t), q (x, t), p (x, t), X (t, z), X 0 (t, r), 

Z (x, t), T 0 (x, t)} (3.1) 
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such that 

U; (x, t) E C1
•
0 (15T) ; y, q, p E C (15T), X (t, z) E C (D,z), X0 (t, •) E C (15,) 

Z (x, t) E C (DxlT); T 0 (x, t) E C (15oxT) 

and also 

Z (x, O)=x, T 0 (t, 0)= t; X (0, z)=z; X 0 (t , t) = O ; 

O~X(t, z)~l; O ~X0 (t, •)~X(t, 0); X(t, O) = Xo (t, 0). 
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(3.2) 

(3 .3) 

Let the norm [[ r /lm be defined as the maximum of the respective norms of all com
ponents of r, as they are defined in introduction. 

Let now 9:nr (N) be the subset of !Inr defined as follows. Let rE 9J1T (N). 
Then 

U ; (x , t)E Ci :g (i5xT) n C1'1 (Dxr) n cg:: (Dxr) n C2.0 (DT), i=l, 2; 

y (x, t), q (x, t), p (x, t) E C10 (Dxr) n C0 · 1 (Dxr); 

X (t, z) E c;;g (15,z) n cg:: (D,z); Xo (t, •) E c~:~ (15,.) n cg:~ (15,.) 

z (x, t) E C 1
'
0 (Dxd n C 0

'
1 (DxlT); T 0 (x, t) E C 1

•
0 (Doxr) n C 0

•
1 (15oxT) 

Further r E9:nr (N ) implies 

(3.4) 

// r // EN (3.5) 

u; (x , 0)=u7 (x); y (x , 0)=y0 (x); q (x , 0)=q0 (x); p (x, O)=y, (x, 0) (3.6) 

and also p (x , t) is connected with u;, y and q by the equality (2.14), and u; (x, t), 
i=l, 2, satisfy boundary conditions (1.3 8), (1.3 9 ) from where v 1 and v 2 are excluded. 
The norm ll r/ 1 in 9:nT (N) is defined as a maximum maximorum of norms of all com
ponents of r in rekvant spaces, entering (3.4) (see (1 .33)). 

Define now an operator 

r'={u:, u~, .. . , T 0'} = R (r); rE9:nr (N) (3.7) 

by the following set of conditions. Let 

f(t)=p , y (1, t) (u 2 (t) -' u21 (t)) (3 .8) 

and H (x, t / I ), w (x, t), v; (x, t ) and F; (x, ti ) be defined by the equalities (1.8), 
( 1.3 3 ), (1.13), (1.14) and (1.6) where y, and Yx are replaced by p and q respectively. 
Define further 

u;0 (t)= U;oo (0, t [u; . ; _I> F;o0 ); u; 1 = U;oo (I, t [u;, ; -1> F;oo); i =I, 2 (3.9) 

and X' (t, z), Y (t, z), Q (t, z), P (t, z) equal to the right hand sides of (2.23) where 
Y (t, z), Q (t, z ) and P (t, z ) are replaced by y (X (t, z), t), q (X (t, z), t) and respecti
vely by p (X (t, z), t) . Let further Z' (x, t) , y' (x, t) q' (x t) and p' (x, t) be defined 
in Dx, IT by the equalities 

Z' =Z* (x, t /X, Z , u;kmJ) ; y ' = Y* (t Z'[ ) ; q' = Q* (t Z'l ) ; 

p' =P* (t, Z'l ) ; (x, t) E Dx, IT 

(3.IO) 
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where Z*, ... , P* are defined by (2.27). After this define 

f' (t)=pyy' (1, t) (u 2 (t)-u~/t)); 

y' (0, t)= 1-f' (t) p; 1 
( u~ 0 (t)- u1 (t))- 1

• 
(3.11) 

The definition of Z' (x, t) admits computation od Z~ 1 (x, t) and z:o (x, t) for t>O 

on the strength of conditions (3.4) and (2.6). In particular there exists y~ 1 (1, t), 

and, by virtue of (3.11), y~ 1 (0, t). This allows to determine 

p~ (t)=(d/dt) y' (0, t) (3.12) 

Let now qi be defined by the equality 

q~ (t)=rp' (0, t) [P~ (t)+Pp (u~ 0 (t)-u; 0 (t))]- 1 (3.13) 

where 

rp' (0, t)=f'(t) (1- u~ 0 (t)) (3.14) 

Thus we now have got the initial data for evaluation of X~ (t, r), Y~ (t, r), Q~ (t , r) 
and P~ (t, r) by the equalities (2.24), into the right hand sides of which q~, X 0 (t, r), 
u1 (x, t), y (x, t) and q (x, t) are inserted. After this we determine T 0 ' (x, t) as equal 
to the right hand side of (2.30). 

Let us point out that 

T 0
' (X' (t, 0), t)=O (3.15) 

Indeed 
t 

X' (t, 0)= J Hq (X (s, 0), s/ Y (s, 0), Q (s, 0)/f(s), u1k (X (s, 0), s)) ds (3.16) 
0 

so that 

X' (0, 0)=0 (3.17) 

At the same time 
t 

X~ (t, 0)= J Hq (X0 (s, 0), s/Y0 (s, 0), Q0 (s, 0)/f(s), u1k (Xo (s, 0), s)) ds (3.18) 
0 

and, by virtue of (3.3) and definitions (2.23) and (2.24) 

X 0 (s, O)=X(s, 0); Y 0 (s, 0)= Y(s, 0); Q0 (s, O)=Q (s, 0) (3.19) 

Hence 

X~ (t, O)=X' (t, 0) (3 .20) 

Further, by virtue of (2.30), 

xa <•- o) 

T 0
' (X~ (t, 0), t)= j B- 1 (T0 (s, t), t/ ) ds (3.21) 

X(t,O) 

so that (3.15) is indeed true. 

------------------------------------------------------
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Define now y' (x, t), q' (x, t) and p' (x, t) in D 0 x,T as equal to the right hand 
sides of (2.28), where T 0 is replaced by T 0

', v; as functions off', y', p' and u1 (x, t) 
by the equalities (1.13) and (1.14). Define finally 

F; =F, (x, tiutko, ui00 , v;, y', q'); i= I, 2; k=O, I; J=f i (3.22) 

where F, are defined by (1.6). After this we may determine u; (x, t) by the equality 

u; (x, t)=Uwo (x, tiu;. t-1> F); i=l, 2 

This accomplishes the definition of the operator R (r). 
The following theorem is valid: 

(3.23) 

Theorem 1. Assume that conditions (2.4) - (2.8) are valid. Then 3N> 0 so large 
and T>O so small that the operator R (r) realizes the into mapping of W(T (N), 
contraction in the norm of 9J1y. The fixed point 

r=R (r) 

of this mapping possesses the following properties: 

q (x, t)=Yx (x, t); p (x, t)=y, (x, t) 
so that 

y (x, t) E C1
•
0 (Dr) n C0

•
1 (Dy) 

Let further v 1 (x, t), i= 1, 2 be defined as above. Then 

v1 (x,t)EC 1
•
0 (Dy); i=l,2. 

Simultaneously with (3.26) and (3.27) 

u1 (x,t)EC2
'
0 (Dr)nco·1 (Dr); i=I,2 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3 .26) 

(3.27) 

(3.26) 

Equalities (3.25)- (3.28) mean that u, (x, t), v, (x, t), y (x, t),f(t) and w (x, t), 
defined by (1.3 3) and respectively by (3 .8), satisfy all the conditions of the original 
boundary value problem (1.3 1)- (1.3 10), so that its local solution exists and unique. 

The proof of this theorem is quite trivial. Indeed, let M be equal to the maximum 
maximorum of modules of all derivatives of all input data, entering the definition of 
the operator R (r). Let us first subordinate T>O to the conditions 

min y0 (x)-NT"?::a>O; max y 0 (x)+NT~ I-a; O~x~ I; 

ruin I.Y 0 (x)i-NT"?;a>O; (3.29) 

ui (0)-u~ (0)-2NT>0; u~ (1)-u 2 (0)-2NT>0 

This is possible by virtue of conditions (2.4) -:- (2.8) . 

Since u1 (x, t) ECg:i (DXT) we see from (3JI) and (2.35) that 3 p~ (t) such that 

ir'Po (t)i<C(N/t) 

This means that T>O may also be subordinated to the requirement 

iP~ (t)+Pa [u!O (t)-uzo (t)]i"?:: p>O; t E [0, T] (3.30) 
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where p depends only on initial data. After this it becomes clear that whatever the 
componentS' of r' =R(r), rEWCT (N), is, all its derivatives S~m' entering the definition 
of the space to which S' belongs*) exist and satisfy the inequalities 

(3.11) 

This means that indeed 3N>0 so large and T>O so small that rEW1r (N) implies 

llr'II<N (3.32) 

so that the operator R (r) realizes the into mapping of weT (N). 

Let 

r'=R (r); r*'=R (r*), rEillir (N); r* EW1r (N) (3.33) 

Then, it is emphasized in section 2 y', q', p' and y*', q*' and p*' are functions con
tinuous in J5T . 

Note that if F is a differentiable function of a vector argument r (x, t), and X(t, z), 
Z (x, t) are differentiable functions of their arguments, then 

IF(r (X(s, Z (x, t)), s)-F(r* (X* (s, Z* (x, t), s)i<C(N) {max IZ(x, t)-

- Z* (x, t)i +max IX (s, Z* (x, t))- X* (s, Z* (x, t)i + (3.34) 

+max ir (s, X* (s, Z* (x, t)))-r* (s, X' (s, Z* (x, t)))l} 

where N is the maximum maximorum of modules of derivatives of F (r), X (t, z) 
and r (x, t). 
Using this remark, continuity of y', ... , p*' in J5T, definition of the operator R (r) 
and well known properties of heat potentials and their derivarives [4)*) we easily 
conclude that 

llr'-r*'llm<C(Nit) llr-r*llm (C(Nit)<l Vt <( T) (3.35) 

Inequality (3.35) means that there exists the fixed point of the mapping. It is 
a limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of vector functions r belonging to 
WlT (N): 

u; (x, t)=Lim U;n (x, t); y (x, t)=Lim y, (x, t); 

q (x, t)= Lim q. (x, t); p (x, t)=Lim Pn (x, t) n-+ oo (3.36) 

X (t, i)=Lim X~ (t, z); X 0 (t, r)=Lim X an (t, r) 

Z (x, t)=Lim z. (x, t); T 0 (x, t)=Lim T,? (x, t) 

It follows from the definition of WIT (N) that sequences 

{ak +m u;.;a~o;'}; k=O, 1,2, 3 if m=O; k=O, 1 if m=1 

{ak+ms,.;axkbtm}; S=y, q or p; k=O, 1 if m=O; k=O if m=1 
(3.37) 

•) Let E (x-.;, t-r) be the fundamental solution of the heat conduction equation: E (x, t)= 

= exp ( - x 2/2 Y ltf. Then Vk~O, Vm~ O 3Ckm such that ja"~"' R (x, .;, t - -r)jox•ot'"i < C•mloHm E (x
'-<!", t--r)/ox•atm I where R (x, .;, t)= g (x, .;, t) or G (x, .;, t). 

1 
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are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous in Dxr. This means that not only sequen
ces {u,.}, {y.}, {q.} and {p,} converge uniformly, but the same is valid for all sequen
ces (3.37). Hence 

ll; (x, t) E C3
"
0 (15xr) n C1

'
1 (Dxr); i= 1, 2; 

y (x, t), q (x, t), p (x, t) E C 1
•
0 (DxJ) n C0

·
1 (Dxr) 

Together with this 

v, (x, t)=Lim Vur (x, t) E C1
•
0 (15XT) n eo,! (15xr) n c (Dr) 

' n--+oo 

f(t) = Limf.(t)eC1 (0,T) i= l,2 

It is now obvious that 

q (x, t) = Yx (x, t); p (x, t)= y, (x, t) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

Indeed, let us insert u1 (x, t) and f(t) into the right hand side of equations (2.23). 
The solution of this system exists and is unique. The general theory of th": Cauchy 
problem for the non-linear partial differential equations of the first order [1] shows 
that the solution of this system is the solution of the equation (I .7) satisfying the 
initial conditions 

y (x, 0)=y0 (x); q (x, O) = q0 (x); p (x, O)=p0 (x) (3.41) 

so that (3.40) is indeed valid in DxJT· Quite analogously inserting u; (x, t) into the 
right hand side of (2.24) together with vallles of y 0 (r) and. q0 (r), determined by 
u1 (x, t) and their derivatives as in section 2, we conclude that (3.40) is true not only 
in DxlT but in Doxr either. 

Finally it is obvious that 

U; (x, t) E C2
'
0 (Dr) n C0

'
1 (Dr) 

since it follows from the boundedness of Filo in Dxr if F, are determined by equali
ties (1.6). This means that u1 (x, t), y (x, t), f(t), v1 (x, t) and w (x, t) indeed satisfy 
all the conditions of the original boundary value problem. 

4. Conclusive nmarks 

The existence and uniqueness theorem, proved above, is essentially local. In fact, 
one might apply the method of prolongation. However the very possibility of pro
longation is strongly restricted by the requi:rcm.~ nt 

q (x, t)#O (x, t) EDr (5.1) 

This requirement is not natural from the applied point of view. As it is demonstrated 
in [2], [6] the non-monotonicity of the change of the shape of the lateral membrane 
is a characteristic peculiarity of the behaviour of such biological objects as tubulus 
of a T-system (tubular system) or fast muscle fibres or a plane epithelial tissue im-
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mersed into a not isotonic solutions. Therefore it is desirable to reject the restriction 
(5.1). At the same time this restriction is essential for the theory above being far 
not an artificial one. It becomes obvious if we replace the non-linear equation (1.7) 

by the quasilinear hyperbolic equation of the second order, which may be obtained 
by means of differentiating (1.7). The characteristic equation will be 

(5.2) 

so that lines t=const. are characteristic ones, and the line Yx=O is the line of the 
parabolic degeneration. This means that the non-monotonicity of y leads to the 
necessity to deal with the problem of an essentially different nature than that studied 
above. At the same time the most natural initial condition y 0 (x)=const. is excluded 
from our ccn~ideration . 

We also recall that the p1obkm under consideration was formulated in [9], 
[10] under the assumption that the lateral membrane does not resist deformations. 
Only this assumption led to the very possibility of separating the kinematic and 
diffusicn parts of the problem from the dynamical one. Therefore the use of the 
system of the average volume velocity, lying in the ba~is of the consideration above, 
loses, perhaps, its advantr ge in more generd cases. As far as we know a general 
considerat ion of the problem remains untackled. 
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Zagadnienie modelowe teorii transportu nieelektrolitow 
przez defmmnwalne blony p61przepuszczalnc 

Teoria konwekcyjno-dyfuzyjnego transportu masy przez deformowalne b!ony p6!przepuszczal

ne nie przeciwdzia!aj<tce zniekszta!ceniom, b«d<tca przedmiotem prac autora [9], [10], wymaga 
analizy jej aspekt6w matematycznych. 

W artykule rozpatruje si~ zagadnienia modelowe, jednowymiarowej wersji tej teorii. Okresla 

si« pola st«:i:en, pr«dkosci ruchu wzd!uz kom6rek rozdzielonych przez blon« oraz ksztalt tej ostatniej 

jako rozwi<jzanie zagadnienia brzegowego, sformulowanego dla ukladu dw6ch nieliniowych r6wnan 
parabolicznych drugiego rz<;1du, r6wnania hiperbolicznego pierwszego rz«du i dw6ch r6wnan r6z

niczkowych zwyczajnych pierwszego rz~du z odpowiednimi warunkami brzegowymi i pocZ<jtkowyrni. 

Poprzez sprowadzenie zagadnienia do uk!adu r6wna6 calkowych dowodzi si~ lokalnego istnienia 
i jednoznacznosci rozwi<jzania, wykorzystujl[c twierdzenie o punkcie sta!ym. 

Mo)J.eJILHaH 3a)J,a'la TeopHH nepe1:oca He:meKTpomiTOB 

qepe3 )J,ecf.opMupyeMLie nonynpommaeMMe MeM6paHhi 

TeopiDI xoHBeKTHBHO-):(HWWY3HOHHoro Macco-rrepeHoca '!epe3 ):(efi>opMnpyeMbie nonyrrpo

nnuaeMJ>re MeM6paHhr ne corrponrBJUIIDIUHeCSI ):(efi>opMaUHM, rrpe):(cTasrreHHaSI B cTaThex asTopa 
[9], (10], Hy)[():(aeTCH B H3y'IeHI!lf ee MaTeMaTH'IeCKl!X acneKTOB. 

B cTaThe paccMaTpnsaeTcH MO):(eJihHaH 3a):(a•Ia O):(HOMepHoli sepc1rn :noli Teopun. IIoJUI 

KOHUeHTpaUHH, CKOpOCTeJi ):(BIDKeHl!H B):(OJih S!'ieeK, pa3):1eJieHHhiX MeM6paHOH H <iJopMa llOCJie):(HeH 

no):(rrel!<aT onpe):(enenniD KaK perneiDie Kpaesoli 3a):(a'!H, cfi>opMy1Il!posaHHoH ):IJIH CI!CTeMhi ):(BYX 
neJIHHeliHhrx napa6orrH'IecKnx ypasnemlil: BToporo nopH):(Ka, rnnep6oJil!'!ecKoro ypasneHIDI nep

soro nop5IJ(Ka n ):(Byx o6biKHOBeHHhiX J:~n4>4>epeHUHaJihHhiX ypasneHHli nepsoro rropH):(Ka c cooT

seTcrsyiD~ xpaeBhuVU! R Ha'!aJihHhiMH ycrrosuHMU. JloKanbHaH TeopeMa cymecTBOBaHnH 

If e):(HHCTBeHHOCTH ):(0Ka3aHa C llOMO!UbiD CBe):(eHl!H 3a):(a'il! K CHCTeMe RHTerpalibHb!X ypaBHeHl!Ji 
C llpi!MeHeHHeM IlPHHUl!Ila CJ!<aTbiX OT06pal!<eHl!.iJ:. 




